Intersoft Electronics is a Belgian engineering company active in the domain of air traffic control
(ATC) and air-defence radar. It is our mission to create and deliver cutting edge solutions in these
fields and enable our customers to achieve comprehensive and reliable radar coverage leading to
safer airways. Our products and services are used worldwide!

Product Developer
Are you someone who does not shy away a challenge? Like to have fun? Work in a team of driven
and committed colleagues? Intersoft Electronics has it, a place to boost your life!
What will you do as product developer?
You will join the engineering department working in a challenging environment. As a member of the
product development team, you will focus on building the complete product, fit everything together.
But hey, the sky is the limit… no boundaries.
Your talent
As a Master of Science in Electromechanical Engineering Technology or equivalent by experience
you can by using tools like Inventor digitally model a product. Designing mechanical components
used in your products, going from a front panel to a radar component has no secrets for you.
Knowledge about Thermal design, EMI, and EMC will make you a perfect fit for the job. During
development we use Jira and GIT to manage the development process, knowledge of these tools is a
plus, but not a must.
The most important aspect is that you’re willing to learn and have an open mind to think out-of-the
box. At last, you will be responsible to search and maintain contact with sub-contractors delivering the
knowledge and expertise you need to complete the job successful.
Our offer
• Congestion-free working environment, flexible working hours and the option to work up to 2
days at home
• Cool business activities with nice colleagues
• A varied job in a stimulating, high-tech working environment
• Opportunities to develop and learn to your fullest
• Permanent position with a market-based salary, supplemented with company car, group
insurance, meal vouchers, …
Interested?
Please send your CV and a letter of motivation to hr@intersoft-electronics.com
For more information about this function or selection procedure you can contact us at the same
address mentioned above.
Your talent is more important than your gender, orientation, origin, age, or disability.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/intersoft-electronics

